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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Opening: �In the information age, the ability to read and make data visualizations is as important as the ability to read and write. This talk explains and exemplifies the power of data visualizations not only to help locate us in physical space but also to help us understand the extent and structure of our collective knowledge, to identify bursts of activity, pathways of ideas, and borders that beg to be crossed. It introduces a theoretical visualization framework meant to empower anyone to systematically render data into insights together with tools that support temporal, geospatial, topical, and network analyses and visualizations. Materials from the Information Visualization MOOC (http://ivmooc.cns.iu.edu) and nanoscience and technology maps from the Places & Spaces: Mapping Science exhibit (http://scimaps.org) will be used to illustrate key concepts and to inspire participants to visualize their very own data. 

http://web.avl.indiana.edu/%7Eshermanw/VisWorkshop/




Problem: Data Visualization Literacy is Low 

Most science museum visitors in the US cannot name, read, or interpret 
common data visualizations.
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Börner, Katy, Joe E. Heimlich, Russell Balliet, and Adam V. Maltese. 2015. Investigating aspects of 
data visualization literacy using 20 information visualizations and 273 science museum visitors. 
Information Visualization 1-16. http://cns.iu.edu/docs/publications/2015-borner-investigating.pdf

http://cns.iu.edu/docs/publications/2015-borner-investigating.pdf


Data Visualization Literacy 

Data visualization literacy (ability to read, make, and explain data 
visualizations) requires 
• literacy (ability to read and write text, e.g., in titles, axis labels, 

legend), 
• visual literacy (ability to find, interpret, evaluate, use, and 

create images and visual media), and
• data literacy (ability to read, create, and communicate data).

Being able to “read and write” data visualizations is becoming as important as 
being able to read and write text. Understanding, measuring, and improving 
data and visualization literacy is important for understanding STEAM 
developments and to strategically approach global issues.
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How to Name, Classify, and Make Different Visualizations?

By
• User insight needs?
• User task types?

• Data to be visualized? 
• Data transformation?

• Visualization technique?
• Visual mapping transformation?
• Interaction techniques?

• Or ?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Science often begins by grouping things. Zoologists classify animals so that tigers, lions, and jaguars end up in the family of “big cats”. Mendelejev grouped chemical elements in the periodic table according to chemical properties and atomic weights.Also important for design and interpretation 
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Find your way

Find collaborators, friends

Identify trends

Terabytes of data

Descriptive &
Predictive

Models

Different Question Types

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Taking an engineering approach and Believing that anyone can be taught to design meaningful visualizations Different Qs – where, with whom, when



Needs-Driven Workflow Design
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Types and levels of analysis determine
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Focus on VisualizationQ type – when where Q level – micro to macroRead = download, surveyAnalyze = preprocess (annotate, clean, interlink, unify names, extract networks)Iterative refinement
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Visualization Framework

See Atlas of Science: Anyone Can Map, page 24
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Accepted for PNAS, 2018                     



Spring 2019

Register for free: http://ivmooc.cns.iu.edu
Class will start on Jan 7, 2019.

http://ivmooc.cns.iu.edu/


Fall 2019



Data Visualization Literacy: 
Research and Tools that Advance Public Understanding of 

Scientific Data

Data Visualization Literacy: Research and Tools that Advance Public Understanding of Scientific Data.
Katy Borner & Kylie Peppler (IU), Bryan Kennedy (SMM), Stephen Uzzo (NYSCI), Joe Heimlich (COSI). 
NSF AISL award #1713567. 



Sketch of the Run exhibit 
including data collection 
(top) and macroscope add-
on that lets interested 
visitors explore more 
complex data visualizations 
using table-top displays.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oy34R45EfBg

Sportsology @ Science Museum of Minnesota

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oy34R45EfBg





xMacroscope general setup and activity—Raw data on left is converted to 
visualization on right by dragging and dropping (or connecting) column headers to 
axes, paint buckets, size, and shape.



xMacroscope general setup and activity—Raw data on left is converted to 
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axes, paint buckets, size, and shape.



https://cns-iu.github.io/xmacroscope/#/mav

https://cns-iu.github.io/xmacroscope/#/mav


https://cns-iu.github.io/xmacroscope/#/mav
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https://github.com/cns-iu/xmacroscope

https://github.com/cns-iu/xmacroscope


https://iu.box.com/s/1ugjpwobc4cm62xo6m0j08owcw5xm2nq

https://iu.box.com/s/1ugjpwobc4cm62xo6m0j08owcw5xm2nq





Learning Sciences Research

The Learning Sciences part of the AISL project focuses on 
investigating the way in which students engage with and learn 
data visualization literacy in the context of the RUN and Make-A-
Vis exhibit in two phases. 

• Phase 1: Understand what aspects of Börner’s Data 
Visualization Literacy framework museum visitors find most 
engaging. 

• Phase 2: Conduct in depth qualitative research on the nature 
of data visualization literacy learning in context of the RUN 
exhibit.
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Data Visualization Literacy (DVL)
Overall Goal
• Develop and validate a theoretical framework on how to define, 

teach, and assess DL.
• Design hands-on learning environments that support personalization 

and construction of visualizations.
• Implement and deploy modular, scalable technology.
• Science Museums as important DVL “assessment and engagement” 

system—informal education.
• Possibly: Support adoption of DVL assessment in formal education. 

Broader societal implications:
• Like other literacies, DVL aims to promote better communication and 

collaboration, empower users to understand their world, build 
individual self-efficacy, and improve decision making in businesses 
and governments.
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Please 
come 
Run!
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